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In this paper, a general theory of operator-valued Bessel functions on mixed 
Schrodinger-Fock spaces and Siegel domains of type II is presented. In general, 
Bessel functions JA are associated to the partial Fourier transform on a mixed 
SchrGdingerrFock space. J, can be realized as a reduced Bessel function K,, 
which is a generalized inverse Laplace transform on a Siegel domain of type II. 
The application of this theory to representation theory will be studied in the 
next paper. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical Bessel functions are important in a great many areas of mathe- 
matical analysis and in applications. In recent years, problems in harmonic 
analysis and representation theory-and applications in such disciplines 
as multivariate statistics, quantum mechanics, and even molecular 
chemistry-have led researchers to define and investigate their generaliza- 
tions to higher dimensional settings [12, 5, 6, 4, 31. In this paper we 
develop a theory of operator-valued Bessel functions J, on mixed 
Schrodinger-Fock spaces and on Siegel domains of type II. 
To place the results of this paper in perspective, note that when a 
compact group U acts on a finite-dimensional Euclidean space X, 
operator-valued Bessel functions arise naturally in decomposing the 
Fourier transform on L*(X) under the group action [S]. In [S] it is shown 
that the Bessel functions JA are indexed by the irreducible representations 
A of the group U, they are defined on the space XxX, and take values in 
operators on the representation space of 1. Our work extends the theory, 
as well as the applications, from the space L*(X) to the more general 
context of mixed Schriidinger-Fock spaces. 
In [S] it is shown that when the Euclidean space X is a matrix space 
over the real, complex, or quaternionic fields, and the group U acts by 
matrix multiplication, one can also define a second kind of operator-valued 
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Bessel function, called a reduced Bessel function. These functions can be 
realized as inverse Laplace transforms on a Hermitian symmetric space of 
tube type and are indexed by representations rr of a certain subgroup of U 
from which the representations i are “induced.” These two kinds of 
operator-valued Bessel functions are closely related. The precise rela- 
tionship depends upon rather deep invariant theoretic properties of the 
group U relative to a subgroup that arises from the action on !E. 
In general, Hermitian symmetric spaces have realizations as domains 
more general than tube domains, called Siegel domains of type ZZ. In this 
paper, we also define generalizations of the second type of operator-valued 
Bessel functions for Siegel domains of type II, and we make the connection 
with the Bessel functions on the mixed Schrodinger-Fock spaces. 
In the second paper in this series [2], we apply the theory of these Bessel 
functions to the representation theory of U(p, q), automorphism groups of 
Siegel domains of type II. In a third paper [3], we develop the theory of 
operator-valued Bessel functions K, for arbitrary symmetric cones and 
make connection with holomorphic discrete series for all Hermitian 
symmetric spaces of tube type. This work, combined with the results of the 
present papers, gives a comprehensive theory of operator-valued Bessel 
functions for all Hermitian symmetric spaces. 
It is my pleasure to mention the two sources of inspiration of this work. 
First, the papers [S, 61 by K. Gross and R. Kunze provide the foundation 
for our investigation of more general classes of operator-valued Bessel 
functions. The second is the elegant work [ 151 of M. Kashiwara and 
M. Vergne, who approached the decomposition of the harmonic represen- 
tation and holomorphic discrete series of the Lie groups U(p, q) in a way 
different from that of [6], using pluriharmonic polynomials rather than 
Bessel functions. My work provides the connection between these two 
approaches (see Theorem 5.5 below). The relationship between these two 
different viewpoints was previously not well understood. 
We now summarize the content of this paper. 
In Section 2, we review properties of Fock spaces and introduce the 
mixed Schrbdinger-Fock spaces EJg(CY x 2) that are central to our work. 
Here +Y is a finite dimensional real inner product space, B is a finite dimen- 
sional complex inner product space, and 6;5(@Y x d) is the collection 
of all complex-valued measurable functions 4 on %Y x 2 such that 4 is 
holomorphic in z for fixed y and 4 is square integrable with respect o the 
measure e -<‘s’) dy dz. We then apply the Peter-Weyl theory to decompose 
6a(q x 2) under the action of a compact group U. 
In Section 3, we define the operator-valued Bessel functions JA on CY x 2”, 
which are a main focus of this paper. We then decompose the partial 
Fourier transform 9 on G$j(Y x 3”) into the “Hankel” transforms 9, 
associated to the Bessel function J;.. 
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In Section 4 we study Schriidinger-Fock matrix spaces G,5(Y x a). In 
this section Y = Cq ’ k, ZE’ = Crx k, U is the unitary group U(k), and U acts 
on Y and 3 by right matrix multiplication. We also introduce the related 
polynomial spaces and obtain their decompositions under the action of U. 
Section 5 begins the study of the deeper aspects of the representation 
theory of U that are required for our analysis of the Bessel functions. Here, 
in preparation for the general case of p # q, we consider the special situa- 
tion in which p = q, corresponding to pure SchrGdinger spaces. There are 
two main theorems in this section. The first, Theorem 5.5, can be sum- 
marized as follows. Let k > 2p. We start from an irreducible finite-dimen- 
sional representation 71 of GL(p; C”) and induce an irreducible unitary 
representation 1 of U(k). Let Ye, and VI. denote the representation spaces 
of 7~ and A, respectively. Let % = Y x CZ r Cp” k and let !?jj.(CZ x !X; VA’,) 
denote the space of all Vi-valued, A-covariant pluriharmonic polynomial 
functions on 3. Theorem 5.5 provides an isomorphism of XZ with 
ej,(X x !K; VA). The second important result, Theorem 5.6, is an application 
of Theorem 5.5 which gives a new characterization of a space Li(A; S$,) 
of n-covariant functions, to which the space L:(!T; yA) of A-covariant func- 
tions reduces by means of invariant theoretic considerations. Two lemmas, 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3, leading up to Theorem 5.5 are perhaps also of 
independent interest. 
Section 6 treats the harmonic analysis of the SchrGdinger-Fock spaces in 
the general setting p #q. Here we prove a new invariant theoretic result, 
Theorem 6.1, and use it to reduce A-covariant SchCdinger-Fock matrix 
space ~isj,(Y x 6; YA) to a space 6g,(A; yi.,,), which is the completion of 
a set of functions on A defined in terms of the representation (see (6.33)). 
The main result of this section is Theorem 6.5. 
The last section, Section 7, is devoted to the reduced Bessel functions on 
Siegel domains of type II. In this section we study the second kind of Bessel 
function K,, to which JA reduces (Definition 7.1 and Theorem 7.2), and in 
Theorem 7.3 we describe the corresponding reduced Hankel transform on 
6$j,(A;ZA,,). In Theorem 7.4 we realize K, as a generalized inverse 
Laplace transform on a Siegel domain of type II. This last result provides 
the link between the harmonic representation and discrete series of 
automorphism groups of Siegel domains of type II. That will be the subject 
of the next paper [2] in this series. 
2. MIXED SCHR~DINGER-FOCK SPACES 
In this section we review the construction of the Hilbert spaces that are 
fundamental for our work, and we describe their important properties. We 
begin by recalling the concept of a Fock space. Let J?Z denote a finite 
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dimensional complex inner product space and S(a) denote the set of all 
holomorphic functions 4 on ZZ such that 
ll~ll’= jg Ic,b(~)I’e-(~,*> dz < co, 
where ( ., . ) denotes the inner product on 3 and dz is a normalized 
Lebesgue measure on d such that 
s e <Z.Z> dz = 1, (2.2) 9 
Relative to the inner product 
(bl~>=j~~(z)~(z)e~'=,='d,-, (2.3) 
g(a) is a Hilbert space having a reproducing kernel K; that is, K is a 
continuous function d x 5 -+ C such that 
d(z)= jT w z, w) b(w) e-<“,‘“) dw (2.4) 
for all z E 5Y and 4~ g(a). From the Mean Value Theorem for 
holomorphic functions, one computes the reproducing kernel explicitly as 
K(z, w) = ecz,M’). (2.5) 
With this Hilbert space structure, g(2”) is called the Fock space on 2. 
Note that the subspace of all polynomial functions on 5? is dense in g(a). 
Although we will not need this fact here, we mention that B(Z) is 
unitarily equivalent to L’(Z, )), where ZZ’i s a real form of the complex 
vector space b. The unitary mapping is usually implemented by an 
operator called the Bargmann-Segal transform. In the terminology of 
quantum mechanics, L’(ZZi) is referred to as a Schrodinger space and the 
Bargmann-Segal transform maps the Schrodinger space onto the Fock 
space. As references for the Fock space, we refer to [ 1,201. For repro- 
ducing kernel spaces more generally, see [ 13, IS]. 
For our work in this paper we need a “mixture” of the Schrodinger and 
Fock spaces. For this purpose, let ZZ’ be as above and let +Y be a finite 
dimensional real inner product space. Consider the collection of all com- 
plex-valued measurable functions +4 on g x 3 satisfying the two conditions: 
(a) 4(y, z) is holomorphic in z for fixed y, and 
(b) JqXY I~(~,z)l~e~<‘,“dydz<oo, 
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where dy is the Lebesgue measure on Y. Modulo null functions, the space 
of all measurable functions on Y x 3 satisfying (a) and (b) is a Hilbert 
space with respect o the inner product 
ol+~=j~xy ___ cj( y, z) I)( y, z) e- (‘-‘) dy dz. (2.6) 
We denote this Hilbert space by Gg(Y x 3). Since the functions of the 
form di(y) d*(z), where di E L*(Y) and &E B(a), span a dense subspace 
of G,S(Y x a), it is natural to refer to G$J(Y x d) as a mixed Schriidinger- 
Fock space. This space will play an important role in this paper. 
It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that for 4~ Gs(Y x a), 
q4(y, z) = IF cj(y, w) e(z,w)e-<w,w> dw (2.7) 
for (y, z) E Y x 9’. Note also that for any complex-valued polynomial P on 
the real vector space Y and complex vector space 3, the equation 
fj(y, z) = P(y, z)eC<y’y) (2.8) 
defines a function 4 E Gg(Y x 3). Moreover, the set of all these functions 
is dense in G,5(Y x 9’). 
We now describe the reduction of Gg(Y x 3) under the action of a 
compact group. This application of the Peter-Weyl theorem generalizes the 
results in [S], which is the special case of our work in which 3 does not 
appear and G$J(Y x 3) reduces to just L’(Y). 
Let Y and %” be as above, and let U be a compact group. We assume 
that U acts on Y x 9 as orthogonal and unitary transformations, respec- 
tively.Thatis,foruEUand(y,z)EYxx,wehaveu.(y,z)=(u.y,u.z), 
where y H u .y is an orthogonal transformation on Y and z H u -z is a 
unitary transformation on 3’. Then Lebesgue measures dy and dz are 
U-invariant. It follows that the equation 
(L(uMKY, 2) = d(u-‘. (Y, z)) (2.9) 
defines a unitary representation of U on G,5(Y x 9’). 
We next describe the Peter-Weyl decomposition of L into its primary 
components. Let zi be a set of representatives for the equivalence classes of 
continuous unitary representations of U. For A in 0, let VA denote the 
space on which I operates, and set di. = dim VA. Equip the space 9’A of 
linear transformations on q. with the inner product 
(A, B) = tr(B*A) (2.10) 
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and let du denote normalized Haar measure on U. If C$ ESg(Y x 2”) and 
1 E 0, let 
whenever (v, z) is an element of Y x 2 such that the integral (2.11) is 
absolutely convergent, and set &A)( y, z) = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see 
that &A) is an L&-valued function on Y x 6, which is L-covariant in the 
sense that 
&mu .Y? u .z) = A(u) imY z) (2.12) 
for all uEUand (y,z)~Yxx. 
For 1~ 0, let G;Si(Y x 3; 2’) denote the space of all .=P’,-valued 
measurable functions 4 on Y x Z?? such that 
(a) c$( y, z) is holomorphic in z for fixed y, 
(b) ~(~.~,~.~)=3.(u)~(y,z)forallu~U,(y,z)~Yxx, (2.13) 
(c) Ix, I14(Y,z)l12e~(i~Z’dydz<co, 
where II.11 is the norm induced by the inner product (2.10). Then 
GsA(Y x L!Z’; P’J is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(qqy, z), $(y, z)) ec(=) dy dz. (2.14) 
We call this space a A-covariant Schrodinger-Fock space. 
We define 
GNY x s”)- = @ @ijA(Y x 3; 53 (2.15) 
Lt 8 
as the direct sum of the Hilbert spaces GBA(Y x 3; Y;.). Then the mapping 
AH?(A) given by (2.11) defines a function 7 in Gjs(Y x2)-, and the 
mapping y: 4 H & is unitary from Sg(Y x d) to Gg(Y x 2) -. We refer 
to r-as the Peter-Weyl transform on G,S(Y x b), and we call C$ = SIP the 
Peter- Weyl transform of I$. 
If P, denotes the orthogonal projection of G$$(Y x 3) onto the subspace 
~-‘(E@JY x 3; LZj.)), then 
(pA4)(~, z) = dl tr(&i)(yy ~1) (2.16) 
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for all (y,z)EYxZ. If we let yA be the restriction of y to 
P,(@J(Y x Z)), then yA : PA( @‘J(Y x 2”)) -+ @‘J,(Y x .Z; y>,) is unitary 
and 
To obtain the explicit decomposition of the representation (2.9), we con- 
sider the equivalent representation t( .) = yL( .)y -’ on 6s(Y x d)-. 
Then the subspace SgA(Y x 2; yj,) is invariant and for any 4 in this 
subspace 
(&44)(Y, z) = KY? z) n(u)- l (2.18) 
for all UE U. Thus, G,S,(Y x 3; 9,) is the primary subspace of 
G,5(Y x 2”) - on which z is a multiple of the conjugate representation Xof 
A. The reproducing formula (2.7) is also valid for functions in the space 
6s,(Y x 3; %‘J. Similarly, if we take the polynomial P in (2.8) to be 
A-invariant with values in gA, then (2.8) defines a function in 
aIY,w x 2”; %I. 
We remark that the Schrodinger-Fock space E4J(Y x CZ), and the 
related spaces S$JJY x b; 55’J are the fundamental spaces investigated in 
this paper. Whenever it is convenient, especially in avoiding cumbersome 
notation, we will use the symbol ,!X for the space Y x 6, and write 68(X), 
Wi,dX; %h etc. 
3. OPERATOR-VALUED BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND FOURIER ANALYSIS ON 
MIXED SCHR~DINGER-FOCK SPACES 
In this section we define the operator-valued Bessel functions associated 
to the action of U on Y x 5%’ and relate them to Fourier analysis on the 
mixed Schriidinger-Fock spaces. These Bessel functions generalize those 
defined by K. Gross and R. Kunze [5] in connection with Fourier analysis 
on the usual L2-spaces. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 1 E 0 and (y, z), (y’, z’) E Y x 3. Define 
J,(Y, z; Y’, 4 = ju e’(“-‘.Y,y’>e<u-‘.=,Z’>~(a) d#. (3.1) 
The function JA : ?Z x 55” + yA, where 3 = Y x 2, is called the operator- 
ualued Bessel function of order I for the space 5? and the action of the 
group U. 
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It follows immediately from the definition that J, has the following 
properties. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For all (y, z), ( y’, z’) E Y x 9, 
Jj.(y,z;y’,z’)=Jj,(-y’,z’;y,z)*=J,(y’,z’; -y,z)*. (3.2) 
Moreover, J, satisfies A-covariance property 
J~.(u,.YI, UI .z,;u,.Y,, ~2 .z2) = 4~1) JAY,, ~1; yz, ~2) A(+-’ (3.3) 
for all (yl,zl), (y,,z,)~YxZ andu,, ~,EU. 
We next consider the partial Fourier transform on S?j(%). Recall that 
the formula 
d(Y)= jge“‘.“‘~(y’) dy’ (3.4) 
defines the Fourier transform of a function 4 in L’(g). Then we can nor- 
malize the measure dy’ such that the mapping 4 H 6 extends from L’(Y) n 
L2(Y) uniquely to a unitary operator, the Plancherel transform, on L2(Y). 
This operator can be viewed, with multiplicity, as an operator on G%(T) 
in the following way. Let 4 E Gs(X) such that for each z E 3, the function 
y H c$( y, z) is integrable. Then set 
&Y, 4 = j,v e ;<v. “‘& y’, z) dy’, (3.5) 
The operator 4 H 6 extends uniquely to a unitary operator, denoted by F-, 
on Gg(%) called the partial Plancherel transform on the mixed 
Schrodinger-Fock space. 
Let L be the representation of U acting on Gs(%) by (2.9). Then, by a 
straightforward calculation, L(u)9 = 9 L(u) for u E U. It follows that F is 
invariant on the U-primary subspace Pn(Wj(X)) of E@(X), and the 
restriction & of B to P,(G,S(X)) is a unitary operator on that space. Let 
yA be the corresponding unitary operator on G?jA(X; Z>,), i.e., fA = 
JYA 92 JrA- l where YA: P,(G~(%)) + G~,(.?&; ZA) is the Peter-Weyl trans- 
form that appears in (2.17). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let q5 E Sg,,(Y x 6; 9;) such that q5 is integrable in y 
for each z E 9’“. Then 
LA4)(Y, z)= jgx, Ji( y, z; y’, z’) d( y’, z’) e- <“,“) dy’ dz’ (3.6) 
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for all (y, z) E Y x 9. Thus, 2). is g iven by (3.6) on a dense subspace of 
w,@“t^; =a. 
Proof Let 4 E G;S,(Y x 9; &) be integrable over Y for each z E b, 
and set Il/(y, z)= dA tr $(y, z). By (2.16), $ = yA-‘~. It follows that 
I$(Y, z)l G di I(#(y, z)l I)1 6 d, IIb(y, z)ll 11111, where I is the identity in SC;. 
Hence $ E P,(Gg(Y x 9’)) and is integrable over Y for each z E 9. There- 
fore, for (y, 2) E Y x 55 
(AdMy, z) = (%&$)(Y, z) = I3 ei<y*y’>d(y’, z) W. (3.7) 
Furthermore, by (2.7) 
= 
s 
e’<Y.U.Y’>e<Z’U.Z’>~(u. y’, u. zf) e- <z’,r’> dyt dzf 
~VXLT 
= e’<“-l.‘,Y’>e<“-‘.‘,“‘~(u) d(y’, zf) ,-<Z’.f> dy’ dz’ 
= ei(u~‘..Y,y’>e(.-‘....‘>;l(u)du 
x cj( y’, z’) e ~ <“,“) dy’ dz’ 
= s Jn( y, z; y’, z’) qi( y’, z’) e- <z’,z’) dy’ dz’ 3x9‘ 
for all (y, z) E Y x 9. 
DEFINITION 3.4. We call the unitary operator yA: G,Si(S; yA) + 
G~,(?Z’; 9J the Bessel or Hankel transform of order 1. 
In short, the partial Plancherel transform on Gg(!X) decomposes as the 
direct sum of Bessel transforms; that is, 
4. SCHR~DPJGER-FOCK MATRIX SPACES 
In this section we study a particular class of mixed SchrGdinger-Fock 
spaces having a very rich structure. These spaces, and others derived from 
them, will occupy our attention for the remainder of this paper. 
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Let p, q, and k be positive integers with p 2 q, and set r = p - q. Let 
yy,pxk be the space of all q x k complex matrices, on which we impose 
the real inner product 
(Y, Y’ > = 2Re tr( y’*y) (4.1) 
and let 2’=Crxk be the space of all r x k complex matrices equipped with 
the complex inner product 
(z, z’ ) = tr(z’*z). (4.2) 
(Here, * denotes the usual adjoint of a matrix; i.e., a* = 5’ for any complex 
matrix a.) The group U= U(k) of all k x k unitary matrices acts on both 
Y and F by right matrix multiplication. By means of the mapping 
(Y> 2) ++ 
Y [I Z 
we identify X = Y x 3 with the space Cp x k of all p x k complex matrices. 
Then U also acts on !X by right matrix multiplication. 
Since Y = Cq x k is viewed as a real vector space, we can take its com- 
plexification Yc. More specifically, consider Y x Y as a complex space, and 
embed Y inside Y x Y as a real subspace by the mapping y H (y, jj). Then 
the complexification Yc of Y is identified with Y x Y. We can now identify 
the spaces Ye x 2 and !E x Y by the mapping 
((YT Y’), z)l-b Y ([I > ,Y’ 2 Z 
where (y, y’) E Yc and z E 2. In this regard, note that % x Y is being 
viewed as a complex space. In particular, if P is a polynomial on the real 
vector space Y and the complex vector space d (i.e., P is a polynomial in 
the variables y,, Jii, and zO, where 1 < i Q q, 1 < I< r, 1 Q j Q k), then there 
exists a polynomial P, on the complex vector space 
(i.e., P, is a polynomial in the variables y,, y;, and zU, where 1 < i < q, 
1 < I< r, 1 Q j < k), which agrees with P on the real subspace Y x 3. That 
is, 
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for all (y, z) E Y x 9. Moreover, since P, is uniquely determined by P, we 
can identify P, with P and write 
p([:J jg=p([fl) (4.3) 
for all ( y, z) E Y x 9. 
Let ‘p(X x Y) denote the algebra of all polynomials on the complex 
vector space Xx Y. For any PE ‘$(!X x Y), the equation 
(4.4) 
defines a function 4 E Gg(%). By [ 151, the set of all these functions is 
dense in @j(Z). 
Consider the system of differential equations 
tAijp)(X9 Y)=O, for 1 <iQp, 1 <j<q, (4.5) 
where 
A,= i 
a2 
“~lz3gvay,,’ 
XEX, yEY* 
Following M. Kashiwara and M. Vergne [lS, IIIS], we shall call a solu- 
tion P of this system phriharmonic (or U(k)-harmonic). Let $j(.% x Y) 
denote the space of all pluriharmonic polynomials on the space !E x Y, 
Then $(.% x Y) is a right U(k)-module. 
Let ‘p(xy’) denote the subalgebra of ‘p(Z x Y) generated by the polyno- 
mials (xY’),,~ for 1 <i<p and 1 <j<q. Then by [15, III(S.3)] 
Recall that for 1 E 0, G~,(%; Z’J is the set of all measurable yA-valued 
functions 4 satisfying (2.13). Here, since U acts from the right, the 
covariance condition (2.13) becomes 
$(YU, zu) = 4u)-’ 4(Y, z) (4.7) 
for ( y, z) E !Z = Y x 9’ and u E U. Then as in (2.15), @‘J(!Z) decomposes as 
580/106/l-14 
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under the action of U. Note that 3” = K,;OV>,, where Vi is the dual space 
^IT,. Then 
where 63,(X; +‘J is the space of V).-valued functions 4 satisfying (4.7). 
63,(X; VA) is a Hilbert space relative to the inner product (2.14). 
We now let !Q3,(X x Y; ~3’~) (respectively, ‘pl(X x Y; VL)) denote the 
space of all yA-valued (respectively, %:-valued) polynomials P on X x Y 
such that 
P(xc, y(c’)-‘) = l(c)-’ P(x, y) (4.10) 
for (x, y) E X x Y and c E GL(k; C). Similarly, let ein(X x Y; 56;) (respec- 
tively, sj,(X x Y; <,)) denote the space of all &-valued (respectively, 
VA-valued) pluriharmonic polynomials satisfying (4.10). By consideration 
of the complexification, the condition that a polynomial P satisfies (4.10) 
for (x, y) E X x Y and c E GL(k; C) is equivalent to the condition that P 
satisfies (4.10) for (x, y) E X x Y and c E U(k). Similar to (4.8), (4.9), and 
(4.6), we have 
cp(XXY)E @ ‘$JXxY;%)= 0 PA(XX%%.,)@~.~ (4.11) 
% E 0 % t 8 
and 
Is,tCx ’ yY; K:,) = ‘PCxY’) s3%tx ’ y; 6.)’ (4.12) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. 68,(X; 5$) #O is equivalent to any one of the 
following conditions: 
(a) ‘PA(X x Y; %I ZO, 
(b) ‘pj.(X x Y; “4) Z 0, 
(cl J31(Xx%%.)#O, 
Cd) bi(X x Y; 6.) Z 0. 
Proof: The set of functions 4 defined by (4.4) for all P E ‘+JJA(X x Y; y;,) 
is dense in SgA(X x Y; &). Thus, 68,(Xx Y; ?&J #O is equivalent to 
‘$JX x Y; yA) # 0, or to ‘pJX x Y; VA-,) #0. By (4.1 l), they are equivalent 
to @,(X x Y; yA) # 0, or to BA(X x Y; <;) # 0. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of polar coordinates on 
X=Cpxk. We assume that kap. 
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An element x E X is called regular if xx* is invertible in Cp x p. The 
regular elements form a dense open subset of LX. The Stiefel manifold Sp3k 
in X consists of all elements x E X such that 
xx*=z P’ (4.13) 
where Z, is the identity matrix in CPxP. Fix the element 
E,= [I,, 01 (4.14) 
in SP,k, and let 
U,= {UE U: EPu= E,}. (4.15) 
Then the mapping 
(4.16) 
is an isomorphism of the unitary group U(k -p) with the subgroup U, of 
U, and the mapping u H E,u identifies the space of U,\U of right cosets 
U,u with the Stiefel manifold S pxk Given the regular element x E X, set . 
r = xx*. Then r E Cp x p is positive-definite, and there exists u E U such that 
x = r’J2Epu, (4.17) 
where r-l/* is the positive square root of r. Moreover, the element u E U in 
(4.17) is uniquely determined by x modulo the subgroup U,,. Thus, the 
mapping 
(r, U,u)wx=r”2Epu (4.18) 
is a diffeomorphism from the product of the cone of positive definite p x p 
matrices and the Stiefel manifold Spvk onto the set of regular elements in X. 
The mapping (4.18) is the system of polar coordinates on X = Cp x k and 
(4.17) is called the polar decomposition of the element x. Relative to polar 
coordinates, Lebesgue measure dx on X decomposes as 
dx = b(det r)k d, r du, (4.19) 
where 
d,r = (det r)-P dr (4.20) 
and b is a positive constant (see [S, Proposition 5.61). 
For later use in Sections 6 and 7 we need a variant of polar coordinates 
that incorporates the partition p = q + r, or equivalently, that recognizes 
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the decomposition X= CY x d in which SV = CqXk and SY = Crxk. Let B 
denote the subgroup of GL(p; C) consisting of all lower triangular matrices 
with positive diagonal entries. Let y ~$7, z E SY and [J be a regular 
element of !Z = Cp” k. Then by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, [:I can 
be decomposed into 
Y [I Z = bE,u, 
where b E B and u E U. Now, we use the blocking scheme 
4 r 4 
r 
to write b as 
b, 0 b=W,,b,,d)= 6 b2 . [ 1 
(4.21) 
Here, b, is in the lower triangular subgroup B, of GL(q; C) having positive 
diagonal entries, b, is in the analogous lower triangular subgroup B, of 
GL(r;C), and ~EC”~. Note that if x = [r] is regular in Cpxk and has 
decomposition (4.21), then y is also regular in Cy x k and 
y=b,E,u. (4.23) 
The decomposition of Lebesgue measure dx corresponding to the coor- 
dinates (4.21) is 
dx = fl(det b)2k d, b du, (4.24) 
where 
b 11, ..*, b, are diagonal entries of b, db is Lebesgue measure on B (in the 
obvious Euclidean coordinates), and fi is the same constant as in (4.19) 
(see [ 141). 
Finally, in the special case of p = q (the pure Schrodinger case), the coor- 
dinates b, and 6 in (4.22) disappear. The appearance of the “extra” coor- 
dinates 6, and 6 makes harmonic analysis on the mixed Schrodinger-Fock 
spaces far more complicated than that on the pure Schrodinger case p = q. 
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5. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON PURE SCHRQDINGER SPACES 
This section is devoted to the study of harmonic analysis on the pure 
Schrbdinger space L*(X), to which G%(X) reduces when Y= 0. Thus, 
throughout this section p = q, X = Cp x k is a real inner product space, and 
(4.8) becomes 
L2(X)s @ LZ(X; YJ, (5.1) 
itf7 
where L:(X; Y1) is the space of all Z’-valued, I-covariant, square- 
integrable functions on X. This decomposition, and its associated harmonic 
analysis, is the subject of [S, Sect. 2, 61. We remark that our motivation in 
considering here the pure Schrodinger case is the role that case plays in the 
harmonic analysis of the general Schrodinger-Fock spaces for p#q. In 
particular, the analysis of the Schrbdinger-Fock spaces that will follow in 
the next two sections requires new results in the pure Schriidinger case 
which go beyond those currently available in the literature. We refer, 
especially, to Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 which give new insights into the 
harmonic analysis of L*(%‘). 
Throughout this section we impose the condition 
k > 2p. (5.2) 
As explained in [S, Sect. 61, this assumption is necessary if one is to 
employ the invariant theory of U (with respect o the subgroup U, given 
by (4.15)) to the harmonic analysis of L*(Z). 
We recall from the previous section (but now .Y = 9) that ‘!IJ(% x X) is 
the algebra of all polynomials on the complex vector space 9? x S, and that 
9” as a real space is embedded in X x X as the real form {(x, R): x E %}. 
Thus, the reduction of a polynomial PE ‘$3(% x X) to X is the function 
x H P(x, X) for x E X. The subspace a(%” x 3) of pluriharmonic polyno- 
mials is defined by (4.5) with !X=!Y. We view !+j(Xx %) as a right 
U = U(k)-module. 
The following two lemmas, although of interest in themselves, are 
required in the proof of Theorem 5.5. Since the proofs of the lemmas are 
long and technical, in order to preserve the focus of our discussion, we 
postpone the proofs to the end of this section. The first lemma is contained 
in [22] and is proved differently in this paper. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Sptk be the Stief el manifold in X defined by (4.13), and 
denote by Cp(Sp*k) the algebra obtained by restricting the elements of 
q3(XxX) to s p,k Then the restriction mapping 8: PH PISP,k is a U-module .
isomorphism of $(X x X) with ‘$(Sp*k). 
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The following result is an immediate consequence of the lemma, (2.11) 
(2.16), and (4.11). 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let ‘$I(SP,k; TA) (respectively, qPI(SPxk; c)) denote the 
algebra obtained by restricting the elements of qi(X x X; .J&) (respectively, 
Fp,q(X x x; 6.)) to s pxk Then the restriction mapping 9: PH PISP.k is a . 
U-module isomorphism of $JX x X; .-C$) (respectively, tii(X x X; VJ) with 
‘$I,;( Spxk; 3,) (respectively, p3,( Sp*k; q.)). 
Next, let U0 be the subgroup of U defined by (4.15) as the isotropy 
group of the point E, E Sp,k. For A E 0, let 
~~={fE~~;~(,,)f=fforallu,~U,} (5.3) 
be the space of CT,-invariant vectors in VA. Since Sp*k z U,\U, it is well 
known (Frobenius reciprocity [S, Theorem 21) that the multiplicity with 
which A appears in (P(Pk) is equal to dim WA. We set 
&,p.k= (AE 8: wA#o}, (5.4) 
which is the subset of 0 appearing in ‘p(sp,k), or equivalently in L’(X). In 
particular, L:(X; T;,) # 0 if and only if A E oP,k (see [S, Theorem 5.81). 
One can also characterize nPjk by the signature of ,I. Recall, for example, 
from [7, 6.181, that an irreducible representation of U(k), or equivalently 
an irreducible finite dimensional rational representation of its complexifica- 
tion GL(k; C), is characterized uniquely by a k-tuple m = (m,, . . . . mk) of 
integers, called the signature of the representation, such that m, > ... >, mk. 
Then by [7, 9.11, a representation 1 of U is in opjp,k if and only if its 
signature is in the form 
(S,, . ..) sp, 0, . ..) 0, -t,, . ..) -t,), (5.5) 
where 
s,b “. 3s,20 and t,> ... at,>o. (5.6) 
The second lemma we need relates the signature (5.5) to the space 
QA(X x X; 6.) of Vi-valued A-covariant polynomials on X x X, defined by 
(4.10) with X = g. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose 1 E Up& and let (5.5) denote its signature. Let P be 
any element of vA(X x X; Vi”,). Then each term in P has degree at least equal 
tO Cf= l(Sj + ti), 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the lemma and 
(4.12). 
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COROLLARY 5.4. Under the assumption of Lemma 5.3, if the degree of 
P E ‘!@JX x X; V’J is Cf= l(si + ti), then P E !?ji(X x X; VA). 
We now state and prove the first main theorem of this section. Let 
2 E Q,k with signature (5.5) and let rc = rr, x n2 be an irreducible finite 
dimensional representation of GL(p; C) x GL(p; C) in which rr, and n2 
have signatures (sr , . . . . sP) and (t,, . . . . tp) given by (5.6). Denote by XX the 
space of rc. 
THEOREM 5.5. For each h E ST, there exists a well defined function Ph in 
$,(XxX; VA) such that the map h H P, is an isomorphism of Xz onto 
sj,(X x X; VA). Moreover, for all (a, b) E GL(p; C) x GL(p; C), this map 
intertwines the operator z(a, b) on 2z with the left multiplication by (b’, a’) 
on !ijj,(X x X; VA). 
Proof We place no constraint on the nature of Xn except that it be a 
space in which to realize the representation rc of GL(p; C) x GL(p; C) with 
signature (5.6). The key step in the proof is to use a specific realization of 
the space VA on which the representation ;1 of U with signature (5.5) acts. 
Thus, we follow K. Gross and R. Kunze [7, 6.11, 6.141 in constructing 1 
from rt by means of “finite dimensional induction.” To summarize the basic 
idea, VA is a space of rr-covariant polynomial functions f: GL(k; C) + yi”, 
and A acts on K. by right translation. Specifically, VA consists of all regular 
maps f of GL(k; C) into & satisfying 
f(cdcg) = 44, (d;)-‘)fk) (5.7) 
for g E GL(k; C), where 
1 
I, 0 IP 
c=----- 
Jz 
0 &-2p 0 
IP 0 -I, 
d,, d,EGLCp;C), d,EGL(k-2p;@), and 
We introduce the p x k matrices w, = [Z, 0 Z,] and w3 = [I, 0 -I,], and 
for h E Zz we set 
f’,b, y)(g) = 4~1 gy’, w,k’)-’ XV (5.8) 
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for (x, y) E X x X and g E GL(k; C). A direct computation leads to 
w, c dc = d, w, and w3((c dc)‘)-’ = (d;)-’ w3. 
It follows that for fixed h E %n and (x, y) EX x X, (5.8) defines a regular 
map P,(x, y) of GL(k; C) into xZ that satisfies (5.7). Hence, P,(x, y) E 6~. 
By (5.8) and the fact that 1” is defined by right translation, 
P,(XC> AC’)-‘)(g) = (4c)r’ P,(.% Y))(g) 
for ceGL(k; C). Thus, P, satisfies (4.10), and so P,,E ‘i@).(X x X; 6,). Since 
the signature of n is (s,, . . . . s,,; I,, . . . . t,), one sees from (5.8) that P, 
is a homogeneous polynomial on Xx X of degree xi”= i (si + 2;). By 
Corollary 5.4, P, E Bi(X x X; 6,). 
Conversely, let PE 43,(X x X; YQ and view P as a function on the real 
space X. Since E, u0 = E,, we have A(u,) ~ i P( E,) = P(E,) for u0 E U0 and 
P(E,) E -W,. By [7, 7.61, P(E,) is a regular map of GL(k; a=) to & defined 
by 
g- z(w, gE;, w,W-’ E;)h 
for some h E yi”,. For this h, we define a function Ph by (5.8). It is clear that 
Ph( E,) = P(E,). By considering { E,u: u E U(k) I= Sp3k and d-covariance of 
P and P,, P and Ph agree on SPvk. By Corollary 5.2, P = P,. 
It is clear that the map h H P, is linear, and so it is an isomorphism of 
%Z with !ijJX x X; ^y;). Finally, if a, b E GL(p; C), then by direct computa- 
tion from (5.8) 
P,(b’x, a’~) = f’n(a,b)Ax, Y). (5.9) 
Thus the map h H P, intertwines the representation (a, b) on en with 
the left multiplication by (b’, a’) on 5,(XxX; 9$), and the proof of 
Theorem 5.5 is complete. 
Some remarks are in order regarding the nature of the intertwining 
operator in Theorem 5.5, especially its importance in connecting two 
different approaches to the harmonic analysis of L’(X). 
As noted above, starting from an irreducible finite dimensional polyno- 
mial representation 71 of GL(p; C) x GL(p; C), K. Gross and R. Kunze [7] 
applied finite dimensional induction and theorems characterizing 
U,-invariants to construct the representation J. in flP,k. On the other hand, 
M. Kashiwara and M. Vergne [ 153 start with a given representation 2 of 
U on a space YA and use left translation on eL(X x X; Y’JJ) as the definition 
of rc. Our theorem provides a specific intertwining operator, and thereby 
relates these two approaches. One might also mention that, as a corollary 
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to Theorem 5.5, we obtain a new proof that the action of 
CL@; C) x CL@; C) on bl(X x 3; VJ.) is irreducible. 
We next describe a reduction of the space L:(S; YA) derived from the 
invariant theory of A.. By [S, Theorem 6.11 there exists a linear transforma- 
tion T= T,: VA -+ SZ such that the restriction To of T to “llr, is an 
isomorphism of WA with yi”,. In the realization of c, in the proof of 
Theorem 5.5, the mapping T is just evaluation at the identity; that is, 
T:f~f(l). 
For future use, we review some of the properties of the map T. Relative 
to the block decomposition 
(5.10) 
write u E U = U(k) as u = ( uii) with 1 d i, j < 3. Then 
Tl(u) T,’ = n(ull + iu,,). 
In particular, for r E U(p) 
T&(t)) T,’ = n(~), 
where 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
Let A = GL(p; C). We decompose a E A into a = rl’*t, where r is a 
positive definite p x p matrix and z E U(p). The measure 
d,a=d,rh (5.14) 
is a Haar measure on A, where d,r is defined by (4.20) and dz is Haar 
measure on U(p). Let A!*,, denote the space of linear transformations from 
VA to &. Let Lz( A; PA, .) be the space of all measurable functions A + LYA, L
such that 
f(QT) = n(T)-‘f(a) (5.15) 
for all (a, z) E A x U(p), and 
Ilfll’=S, IIT,tf(a)ll~;dd,a-. (5.16) 
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Then Li(A; P”,.) is a Hilbert space with respect o the inner product 
(5.17) 
For 4 E L:(X, YA), define a function off on A by 
f(u) = p”2(det r)ki2 Z(Z)-’ T,&r”*E,) (5.18) 
for a= rl’*r. The map d: C$H~ is a unitary map of L:(X; T&) onto 
G(A; .=q?). 
We now give a new characterization of Lz(A; P’i,K) which will be applied 
in the next section to the general case p > q. 
THEOREM 5.6. Lz( A; YA,n) is the completion under the norm (5.16) of the 
set of functions f on A defined by 
f(a) = e Ptraa*(det aa*)ki2 ~(a*) 1 gi(clu*)l,, (5.19) 
where Ii E d;psn and gi is a complex polynomial on A. 
Proof By Theorem 5.5, for P E 6).(X x X; VA:,) there exists h E Sz such 
that P = P,, where P, is defined by (5.8). Thus 
P(uE,, tiE,)(g) = z(wl gE;, wj(gr)-’ E;) z(u*)h 
(cf (5.8)). By [7], P(uE,, CE,) E WA and 
Z’,P(uE,,, GE,) = n(u*)h, for UEA. (5.20) 
By (4.11) (4.12) and Theorem 5.5, if P E qpi,(X x X; Y),), then 
T,P(uE,, uE,,) is a linear combination 
n(a*) ,y &(aa*)li, (5.21) 
where each Ii E gJ,,Z and gj is a complex polynomial on A. 
Since the set of functions 4 defined by 
d(x) = P(x, X)e-trx.Y* (5.22) 
for all P E ‘Q,(X x X; YjJ is dense in L;(X; ZA), LE(A; Y?,,) is the comple- 
tion of the set of all functions f of the form (5.19). 
We conclude this section with the proofs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. It is clear that 8 is linear. Identify Sp,k with the 
set of all elements (x, X) E X x X satisfying (4.13). Then ‘p(xv’) restricts to 
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the algebra of constant functions on ,Yk. By (4.6) 8 is surjective. Let us 
now show that 8 is injective. 
Denote the element a E X x !X in the notation a = [;I, where X, y E 3. 
Let E, = [Z,,, 0] be a 2p x k matrix. Then E, E 3 x X’. Define an action 
of GL(k, C) on X x 3 by 
c.[;]=[; cJ (5.23) 
for CE GL(k; C) and x, YE 3. Let 0, denote the orbit of CI under this 
action. Let M be a subset of !X x !E defined by 
&f= x i[ 1 E.%“xX:xy*=O . Y I 
Moreover, define 
(5.25) 
A direct computation shows M, = 0,. 
Let R = [ 21 be a 2p x k matrix. For any E > 0, let g(c) E GL(k; C) be 
given in block notation by 
Then 
11 g(c) . ER - E,lI = p1’2~2, (5.26) 
where the norm of a k x k matrix is defined by the inner product (2.10). 
Any element of 0, is of the form g, . E, for some g, E GL(k; C). Since the 
mapping c1 ~g, . CI for fixed g, is continuous, (5.26) implies that any 
element of O,, may be obtained as a limit of elements in UacCX OnR, 
where C x = C\(O). Since M, is dense in iI4, 
that is, R is quasi-regular in the Kostant sense [17]. 
Let Fp(0,) denote the space of all functions on 0, obtained by 
restricting functions of Fp(X x 3) to 0,. Then Proposition 5 of [ 173 implies 
that the restriction map 8 R: $(XxX) + ‘p(0,) is a GL(k; @)-module 
isomorphism. Finally, we suppose that BP = 0 for some P E 4j(% x SY). Since 
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Sp,k= U(k).R, P(g.R)=O for all gEU(k). By [21, Proposition4.11, 
P(g . R) = 0 for all g E GL(k; C). Thus 8, P = 0. Since 8, is an isomorphism, 
P= 0. Thus, 0 is injective. It is clear now that 0 is a U(k)-module 
isomorphism. 
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let P E ‘pi(X x X; VJ and P # 0. Decompose P 
into a sum of homogeneous polynomials. It is easy to see that each 
homogeneous polynomial in this decomposition satisfies (4.10). Without 
loss of generality, we assume that P is homogeneous. By (4.10) and the 
irreducibility of I, span{ P(x, y): x, y E X} = VI.. Let uA E c. denote the 
highest weight vector of A. Then 
vj, = fJ a,p(,y(‘), y(‘)) 
,= 1 
(5.28) 
for some ai E @ and x(‘) y”’ E X (1 < id m). Let c be a diagonal k x k 
matrix with entries c,, c~, . . . . ck. Then 
/l(c)-’ u).=c~~~’ ...c;“pc~~p+, . ..c.v,. 
Combining this equality with (4.10) we obtain 
f a,P(x(‘)c, y”)(c’)-‘) 
i=l 
m 
= c-1 -.y, . . . c-s p p4-*+I . . . c;t C a,p(x(‘), y”)). (5.29) 
i= I 
Let c( = (~1~~) and /I = (BP”) b e multi-indices (1 d p 6 p, 1 d v 6 k) 
with q,,, Bpv non-negative integers. Suppose uEli E <, and P&x, y) = 
Cl;= 1 IIf=, x$y$)bl,. Set 
a,= f&. PY = i Bjl”, 1 <v<k. (5.30) 
p=l p=l 
It is easy to see that the degree of P,, is C,P= i Cf= i (a,, + DllV), or in more 
simple notation, Ct= i (CI, + fl,). Since P is a homogeneous polynomial, it 
must be a sum P = C, P,,,, where the summation is over a set I of multi- 
indices a, b such that Et= i (a, + By) is a constant. By a direct computation 
f aiPJxCi)c, y”‘(c’)-‘) 
i= I 
=cb;l--BI... ($.-BP ..~C”k~p+l-~k~p+l.,.C~k-~k 
k p+l 
x f aiP&x(‘), y”‘). 
,=I 
(5.31) 
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Summing (5.31) over Z and comparing degrees with respect o cr, . . . . cP, 
ck -p + 1, ..*, ck of this sum with (5.29) we find that there is at least one pair 
(a, /I) of multi-indices in Z such that 
u,-~“= -s,,, ldv<p 
and 
Since u,, p,>O for l<v<k, we have fi,,as,, uk-v+12tv for l<vbp. 
Thus, Cp= i (CI, + /I,) is not less than C;=, (si+ ti). This implies that the 
degree of P,,, and hence the degree of P, is greater than or equal to 
Cfzz 1 (si + ti). 
6. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON SCHR~DINGER-FOCK SPACES 
We now turn to the analysis of the general case p 2 q. Recall from 
Section4 that CY=VXk, 2=Crxk, and ?X=CVx~zCpxk are matrix 
spaces and we impose the condition k >2p (cf. (5.2)). The goal of this 
section is to establish the equivalence of the I-covariant Schrodinger-Fock 
space (%,5J%; YA) with a “reduced” space @j,(A; YA,,) (Definition 6.4, 
below). Here, x is a representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C) associated to 
the representation A of U(k). We begin with a discussion of the needed 
representation theory. In particular, this reduction of the space 
6gA(%;TX) requires a new invariant theoretic result (Theorem 6.1, below), 
which seems not to be a consequence of [S, Theorem 6.11 
Let G, = GL(p; C) and write g E G, as 
g11 g12 g= [ 1 g21 g22 ’ (6.1) 
where g,, E C4 x q, g,, E Cy x’, g,, E C’ x q, and g,, E Crxr. Identify GL(q; C) 
with a subgroup G, of G, by the map 
g 0 gH 0 z,-, [ 1 
for g E GL(q; C). For x E GL(q; C), set 
d,(x) = det l<t<q. 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Fix an integer i such that 1 Q i Q q, and fix integers s,, . . . . S, such that 
$12 . . . 2 si > 0. Let f, denote the polynomial on C4 x y defined by 
f,(x)=d,(x)“‘~“~...d;~I(x)s’ ‘-s’d,(x)“t (6.4) 
Its right translates under GL(q; C) span a vector space XXy of complex 
polynomials on GL(q; C). Right translation on this space defines an 
irreducible finite dimensional polynomial representation rty of GL(q; C) 
with signature (sl, . . . . si, 0, . . . . 0). The functionf, is a highest weight vector 
for xq in the sense that 
fvfx dn, I= &(4 L(x), (6.51 
where d= diag(d,, . . . . d,) is a diagonal matrix in GL(q; C), n1 is an upper 
triangular unipotent matrix in GL(q; C), and 
p,(d) = d.;’ . . d;. (6.6) 
Furthermore, iff, is viewed as a polynomial on Cpxp, the right translates 
off, under the larger group GL(p; C) also span a vector space XX, and 
right translation on this space defines an irreducible finite dimensional 
polynomial representation rcP of GL(JI; C) with a highest weight vector f, 
again given by (6.4). The signature of nP is (s,, . . . . si, 0, . . . . 0) obtained by 
adding (p-q) zeros to the signature of rcy. 
Define a map M of *Z, by 
~4=dIc, (6.7) 
for #E XXP. From (6.2) and the definition of the spaces PXP and ZZ, it is 
clear that M maps #X, onto HE,. 
Now let Gf,(p -4; C) be embedded in G, as the subgroup 
(6.8) 
and let ?Y$& be the space of G, ~ ,-invariant vectors in XnP; i.e., jl 
%‘&= {f~%~~: rtJg)f=fforall gEG,-,}. (6.9) 
In the statement of the following theorem, we have identified GL(q; C) 
with G, by (6.2). We also regard XX, as a subspace of %ZP. 
THEOREM 6.1. The subspaces W& and Xx, of HKp coincide, i.e., Wz, = 2$. 
Equivalently, the restriction M, of M to W& is the identity. 
ProoJ Write ge G, in the block notation (6.1). From the definition of 
X&, the functions in ZnP are polynomials on G, involving only the 
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variables g,, and g,,. It is clear from right translation by a matrix of the 
form (6.8) that 
(f~ XXP: f is a polynomial in g,, only} c “IL’,,. (6.10) 
Conversely, since f~ W& is a polynomial in g,, and gi2, we decompose 
f as a linear combination of polynomials in g,, . Thus, 
f(g) = ucl +ji, %fphh (6.11) 
where f, , --, f,, are linearly independent homogeneous non-trivial polyno- 
mials in g,, of degrees d,, . . . . d,,, respectively, and a0 and all Q, are polyno- 
mials in g,, only. Let c( E @ such that crdp # 1 for all p, 1 < p <n. It is clear 
that 
u=[‘d’ .;y 
is in the group G,-,. Then 
f(e) = (Q4fk) =fk) 
for gEGp, sincefE W,. From (6.11) 
i qPdpfpk,J= i qlfp(gn) 
p=l p=I 
or 
for all g,,. Hence, 
i Q,bdM- l)f,(g,d=O 
Since f,, . . . . f, are linearly independent, 
u,(c&1)=0 
for 1 <p<nn. Since crdp # 1, it follows that a,=0 for 1 <p<n. Thus 
f(g)=&; and we conclude that f is a polynomial in g,, only. Therefore, 
{f E XzP: f is a polynomial in g,, only} = W& (6.12) 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now let 0 Q i < p and 0 6 j 6 q, let rrl be an irreducible finite dimensional 
polynomial representation of GL(p; C) with signature (m,, . . . . mi, 0, . . . . 0), 
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and let 7r2 be an irreducible finite dimensional polynomial representation of 
GL(q; C) with signature (n,, . . . . ni, 0, . . . . 0). Set rt = x, x rc2. Then rc is an 
irreducible finite dimensional polynomial representation of GL( p; C) x 
GL(q; C) with signature 
h , , . . . . rn;, 0, . . . . 0; n,, . . . . n,, 0, . . . . 0). (6.13) 
Let XX, $, and A$ be representation spaces of rc, rrI, and 7c2, respectively. 
Then XE=q@X2. 
We need an intermediary representation ’ of GL(p; C) x GL(p; C) con- 
structed as follows. By the preceding discussion, we can construct an 
irreducible finite dimensional polynomial representation n; of GL(p; C) 
having signature (n, , . . . . ni, 0, . . . . 0) obtained by adding (p - q) zeros to the 
signature of rc2. Let A?; be the space in which rc; acts. By the preceding 
discussions, there is a linear transformation M: X”; + X2 such that the 
restriction M, of A4 to %$; is an isomorphism vY$ with J&, where 
wn;= {VEX’;: rc;(g)f=ffor all gEGpeq}. (6.14) 
Then rr’ = rc; x rrn, is an irreducible finite dimensional polynomial represen- 
tation of GL(p; C) x GL(p; C) with the signature (n,, . . . . nj, 0, . . . . 0; 
m, ,..., mi, 0 ,..., 0). We remark that for technical convenience we put rc; 
first in the tensor product, and the representation space %$ of rc’ becomes 
X”;@cx;. 
By [S, Theorem 6.11, rr’ induces an irreducible unitary representation ,I
of U(k) which we extend holomorphically to GL(k; C). By [7,9.1], the 
signature of 1 is 
(n I > ..., n.,,O ,..., 0, -mi ,..., -ml), (6.15) 
where m, z ... 2mi>0, n,L ... >nj>O, and 1 <i<p, 1 < j<q. 
Let U,, be the subgroup of U defined by (4.15) and WA the subspace of 
“y; defined by (5.3). By [S, Theorem 6.11, there exists a linear transforma- 
tion T’: VA -+ &$ such that the restriction Tb of T’ to WA is an 
isomorphism of VA with Z,,. 
We refine the 3 x 3 blocking scheme (5.10) into the 5 x 5 scheme 
4 
r 
k-2p 
4 
r 
4 ’ k-2p q r 
Ull u12 u13 u14 Ml5 
u21 u22 u23 u24 u25 
U3I u32 u33 u34 u35 
u41 u42 u43 u44 u45 
.u51 u52 u53 u54 u55. 1. (6.16) 
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Now, u E U(k) is written in the 5 x 5 block notation as u = (Us), 
1 < i, j < 5, and (5.11) becomes 
(6.17) 
Let Z denote the identity map of Xi. Then Z@ M is a linear transforma- 
tion of Y& onto HK and its restriction to Xi @ %$ is an isomorphism of 
4 0 %$; with XX. The following theorem is immediate. 
THEOREM 6.2. The map T= (Z@ M) T’ is a linear transformation of “y; 
onto Xz and the restriction T, of T to WO= Ti-‘(& @“w,;) is an 
isomorphism of W0 with Xx. Moreover, 
for u E U(k). In particular, 
To4ptWX1=4f, z,), (6.19) 
where tl E U(q), z2 E U(r), 7 = [2 ,“,I, and p(7) is defined by (5.13). 
We apply Theorem 6.2 to “reduce” the space GgJ!X’; YA). For this 
purpose, we let A denote the subgroup of GL(p; C) consisting of all 
matrices 
al 0 a= [ 1 y a2 (6.20) 
with a, E GL(q; C), a2 E GL(r; C), and y E Crxq. A is a so-called parabolic 
subgroup of GL(p; C). (Note that in the special case p = q, A becomes the 
full group GL(p; C)). If da denotes Lebesgue measure on A, then 
d,a = ldet all -2q ldet a,1 -2p da (6.21) 
is a Haar measure on A. Recall the lower triangular subgroup B appearing 
in (4.21); any element a E A has a unique decomposition 
a=bz, (6.22) 
where bEB and 7=[2 r”, ] E U(q) x U(r). If dz, and d7, are normalized 
Haar measures on U(q) and U(r), respectively, then there exists a positive 
constant 8’ such that 
d,a=/?‘d,bdT, dzz. (6.23) 
580/106/l-15 
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We embed A inside X by the mapping 
a ++ aE,, (6.24) 
where E, is given by (4.14). For convenience of notation, we identify A 
with its image AEp; i.e., we shall write a for both the element a of A and 
the element aE, = [a, Ok_,,] of X. Recall the space ‘p,,(X x Y; 3”) of 
Zi,-valued polynomials defined by (4.10). 
LEMMA 6.3. If PE ‘pi.(X x Y; LZj.), then for each a = [y; fz] E A the 
linear transformation P(a, 15,) maps Vj, into WO. 
Prooj View P as a complex polynomial on X x X by 
P x, y ( Ll) Z = P(X> Y) (6.25) 
for y E Y =Cyxk, z E Crxk, and x E X = Cpxk. We then have 
P E ‘$3).(X x X; JZA). It follows from (5.21) that for a E A 
T&P(a, a) = 7c’(a*) c g,(aa*)l;, 
I 
(6.26) 
where each 1; is a linear transformation of %‘j. into & and gi is a complex 
polynomial on A. By complexilication, we have 
TbP(a,a’)=(~, ([: ~ ])B~~([~ :J)) 
xC gi i ([ 
ala; alfr 
ya;’ yy” + aza;’ I> li 
for u= [y ,“,]EA, a’= [‘;‘I a9,] E A. By (6.25), P is independent of z. Hence, 
P(a, a’) is independent of y’ and a;, and it follows that 
T&P(a,a’)=(s,(a’)@n;([:’ ,91))~g,(a~a;‘,gal’)ll. (6.27) 
Moreover, for g E GpP 4 with G,-., defined by (6.8), 
(Z@ n;(g)) Tb P(a, a’) = Tb P(a, a’). (6.28) 
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By (6.14), TbP(a, a’) is a linear transformation of Vj, into Xz, @ Wz;. Thus 
P(a, a’) is a linear transformation of Vjj, into WO. In particular P(a, 5,) 
maps “y;: into WO. 
Setting a’ = ti in (6.27) we have 
q)P(a, Liil)= 7r,(a )07l ( ’ x ;([“o: ~~))4gi(u,u:,pu;)i:. (6.29) 
By (6.14), for every a, E GL(p; C) the operator rc;( [$ F]) maps the sub- 
space WI5 of 2; to itself, and it follows from Theorem 6.1 that 
By Lemma 6.3, T,P(u, 5,) is well defined and 
T,P(u, ii,) = (Z@M,) TbP(u, ii,) 
= (~l(u’)On*(u:))(zOM,)C g,(a,G, F:vc. 
Let Zi = (Z@ M)I(. Then Ii is a linear transformation of V). onto XX and 
The background is now in place to consider the space SgA(% x 9’“; Y1). 
As in (2.8), the functions 4 given by 
(6.31) 
where PE~~(X x%Y; .YJ, are dense in C5,Si(%Y x 9’; 5~?~). Given such a 
function 4, define a function f on A by 
fb)=($)'i2 ldet al“ T&(u). (6.32) 
By (6.30), f is a well defined Zj.,.-valued function and 
f(~)=e-““~“; jdet uJk (n,(u’)@n,(u:))~ gili, (6.33) 
where each li E ~j..=, and g, is a complex polynomial in uru~ and yu:. 
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Conversely, letfbe given by (6.33). Then define for regular elements [4] 
m([;])=(f)li2 (det 6)-k %(a)-’ T;tf(b), (6.34) 
where we use the polar decomposition (4.21). It follows that 4 can be 
extended uniquely to a function 4 E Ggi(Y x 9’; YA). For all functions f on 
A of the form (6.33), define 
where y and a, are the variables that appear in a = [T fz]. 
DEFINITION 6.4. The completion of the set of all functions f of the form 
(6.33) under the norm (6.35) is called an 9).,n-valued reduced Schrbdinger- 
Fock space and denoted by @$,(A; dcJ.,z). 
The proof of the following theorem is quite similar to the proof of [S, 
Corollary 6.5(l)]. We give a brief summary of the proof. 
THEOREM 6.5. The map 4 H f defined by (6.32) has a unique extension to 
a unitary map d of GgJ9J x 9; ~j,) onto Gg,(A; ~j,,.). 
Proof: Let 4 be given by (6.3 1) and f be given by (6.32). Then by (2.7), 
(4.21), (4.24), (6.23), (6.32), and (6.35), 
= P jB ll~(b)ll’ e - tr(S6* + W; ‘(det b)*k d, b 
= I A IIT,!f(a)ll 
2 e-tr(YY*+WJ;) d,a 
= Ilf II*. 
We mention in passing that the functions f E GG,(A; Y’,,) have the 
following a-covariant property. For zi E U(q), t2 E U(r) 
f([a;li:, aPi,l>=n([id 101:4f([a; :?I> 
(6.36) 
for almost all [T :J E A. 
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The following corollary, although not necessary for the results that 
follow, specifies the subspaces that appear in the Schriidinger-Fock space 
So. This gives a new proof, in the range k 3 2p, of a result first proved 
by M. Kashiwara and M. Vergne [15] using other methods. 
COROLLARY 6.6. For k3 2p, G,S,(+Y x Y; 6p) #O if and only if the 
signature of A is of the form (6.15). Consequently, summations (4.8) and 
(4.11) are over only the set consisting of all these II. 
Proof If the signature of 1 is (6.15), then 1 is induced by an irreducible 
holomorphic finite dimensional representation rc of GL(p; @) x GL(q; C). 
By the previous discussion, (6.33) defines a nonzero function 
f E Gg,(A; TA,,). By Theorem 6.5, Ggl(GY x %o; YA) #O. 
Conversely, if G,5,(g x Z; Z’J # 0, then it follows from Proposition 4.1 
that ‘pl(X x g; Yi) # 0. By (6.25) ‘$3,(XxX; &) # 0, and by [7,9.1 l] the 
signature of 1 is 
(n 1 , . . . . nj, 0, . . . . 0, -m,, . . . . -m,), 
where n, > ... 3nj>O; m, > ... 2 mi > 0; and 1 < i, j < p. Moreover, i is 
induced by an irreducible finite dimensional polynomial representation 71’ 
of GL(p; C) x GL(p; C) with the signature (n,, . . . . nj, 0, . . . . 0, m,, ..,, mi, 
0 , . . . . 0). By Lemma 6.3 and its proof, wZj # 0. A similar argument to the 
proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that in the signature of rr; there are at most 
q nonzero numbers. Since 1 is induced by rc’= rr; x rc,, its signature is 
(6.15). 
7. BESSEL FUNCTIONS FOR SIEGEL DOMAINS OF TYPE II 
We use the results of the previous section to “reduce” the operator- 
valued Bessel function J1 of order 2 (see (3.1)) for the matrix space 
X=tYxX, where Y=CqXk, 2=Crxk. As in the last section, we assume 
p = q + r and k > 2p. Let z = rc, x K~ be an irreducible holomorphic finite 
dimensional representation of GL(p; C) x GL(q; C) with signature (6.13), 
and let I = 1, be the corresponding irreducible unitary representation of 
Ue = GL(k; C) with signature (6.15). Recall the 5 x 5 block scheme (6.16) 
for matrices u E- U(k) and the important relation (6.18). 
Recall as in Section 4 that U= U(k) acts on %Y and J?Z by right matrix 
multiplication, and inner products in g and S are given by (4.1) and (4.2). 
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Also recall the decompositions (4.19) and (4.24) of Lebesgue measure. In 
this setting the Bessel functions J; in (3.1) have the form 
J;.(Y, z, Y’, z’) = s e2i Re tr y’*.vrretr ;‘*a ” 4u) du, (7.1) C’ 
where (y, z), (y’, z’) E CY x 2”. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let A be the parabolic subgroup of GL(p; C) defined 
by (6.20). The reduced Bessel function K, from A x A to the space Yx of 
linear transformations of Xx is defined by 
for all a = [; :J and a’ = [ $ jz] in A. 
Note that K, satisfies the rc-covariant property: 
K,(~G a’~‘) = n(t’, t:) K,(a, a’) 7t(?‘, z;), (7.3) 
for ri, r; E U(q) and r2, r;~ U(r), where r = [; ,9], r’= [6; :*I. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of (7.1), (7.2), and 
(6.18). 
THEOREM 7.2. For all a, a’ E A 
TJj,(a, a’) T, ’ = K,(a, a’), (7.4) 
where TO is defined in Theorem 6.2. 
This theorem establishes the equivalence of the two Bessel functions. In 
fact, if [:I and [$I are regular elements of C=pxk with polar decomposi- 
tions [{I = bE,u and [;I] = b’Epu’, then 
JL(y, z; y’, z’) = l(u)-’ T,‘K,(b, b’) T,l(u’). 
For Lebesgue measure dy dz the Bessel transform &, (3.6) on the space 
GFj,(C9 x 2”; ~3’~) becomes 
J,(y, z; y’, z’) d(y’, z’) e-“z’z’* dy’ dz’. (7.5) 
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We now give an equivalent realization yA in terms of the reduced Bessel 
function K,. 
THEOREM 7.3. Set Xx = &y*& - ‘, where the unitary map &’ is given in 
Theorem 6.5. Then for functions f E Gg,(A; L$,) such that (det alk.f(a) is 
integrable over A we have 
(Xzf)(a)=~nPpk~~K,(a,a’) \detadeta’\kf(a’)eP”O”Y”+a~u~*)d*a’ 
(7.6) 
for a= [T ,“,]EA, where y’ and a; are the variables that appear in 
a’= [$ $*I. 
Proof. Let 4~ Ggn(?!Y x b; Y).) be integrable and set f = dqi Let 
a=bz, where bEB, t=[z r”, ] E U(q) x U(r). It follows from (6.32) and 
(6.36) that 
(%f)(a)=(dAd)(a)= $ "* (detblk n(~', ~1*) TdA#)(b). (7.7) 
0 
By (3.6), (3.3), (4.21), (2.13), (7.4), and (6.32) 
t~/)(b)=PJ~J,(b,b’)e~ tr(S’d’* +“i”;*‘$(b’)(det b’)*k d, b’ 
T; ‘K,(b, b’) T,e -tr(a’s’*+bjb~)~(br)(det b’)2k d,b’ 
B 
w = 
0 J -I P T;‘K,(b, a’) Idet arlk f(a’) e-‘*(y’Y’* ++T) d,a’ (7.8) A 
for b E B. Here 6’ and b; are the variables that appear in b’ = [“,i bqJ. 
Substituting (7.8) into (7.7) and applying (7.3), we have 
(Xx f )(a) = f n-pk JA K,(a, a’) ldet a det a’lkf(a’) e-tr(y’y’* ++Y) d,a’. 
The Bessel functions K, have been defined by “reducing” the Bessel func- 
tions J,. We now show how these reduced Bessel functions can be obtained 
by an alternative definition, as inverse Laplace transforms with respect to 
a Siegal domain of type II. 
Consider the domain D in Fxy x Crxq defined by 
(7.9) 
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where Imw=(w-w*)/2i for WE@ qx y. D is called a Siegel domain of 
type II. 
THEOREM 7.4. For aZf (w, U)ED anda= [y ,~]EA, 
e itrbtb;u,eitrb;V*6Kll(a, b) 71(/,1, b;) ,-tr(bb*+b2b;)(det 6)2k d,b 
=Ce- i tT uta;w-te-i tr u*yo;w-’ 
(7.10) 
where Bk(g,, g2) = (det g2)k for (gl, g2) E GL(p; @) x GL(q; UZ). (Here, C is 
a fixed constant, the value of which can be calculated but is not important.) 
Proof. Recall $Y = Cqx ‘, 3 = Crxk. Write y E ?Y and z E d in 
(4, r, k-2p, q, Y) block notation as y = [yl, y,, y,, y,, y5] and 
z= [Z1rZ2, z3, z4, z5]. Write gEGL(p; C) in (q, r) block notation (6.1). 
From Theorem 6.1 
Thus, 
Since K’ = 7cII; x zn, is a polynomial representation of GL(p; a=“), 
is harmonic in y. It follows that 
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By the analytic continuation, for any y(l), ye ?Y 
s 
'* eitrY Y (Uei'ry'y(2Ye --try'y'* 
9 
K(([f; z]+i[z $I)', y;'+iyi*)dy' 
= nqke - tr y(‘)y(z)’ 
(7.12) 
Let us now consider the values 
Then 
Y (1) = y + u*y, uEcrXq, 
Y (2) - - - Y. 
e2i Re tr yy’*& tr y’*v*z’ 
e 
- tr Y’~‘* 
n(([ii :i]+i[: ~~])‘,yl*+iyi*)dy’ 
iyl + iu*z; iy2 + iu*z; 1 
(7.13) 
Let p be a positive definite q x q matrix. Applying the change of variables 
y’wpy’, VI-Pup-‘, and y-p-‘y to (7.13), we obtain 
s 
e2i Re tr yy’* e 
kY 
:]+i[z :I)‘, Y;*fiv&*)dll 
(7.14) 
for all (w, u) E D such that w = ip2. By the analytic continuation, (7.14) is 
also valid for all (w, u) ED. 
Since (w, u) E D, Im w > u*u/2. Note that 
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is a polynomial on 9. A direct computation shows that both sides of 
(7.14) are integrable with respect to the measure e PtrZ”‘*d~‘. Since 
s ge ~ II-II2 dz = ,fk 
s 
e2i Re tr ,,v'* 
e 
itr.~‘*l’*=‘eit’?,‘“‘*” ,tr :s* -tr :':'* 
e 
!Y x 2 
Replace [-iI in (7.15) by aE,, where UE A. By (6.24) denote aEp more 
simply by a. Introduce the decomposition [$I = bE,u and recall the 
measure decomposition (4.24). Then the left side of (7.15) becomes 
xe itr b,b;we;tr b;o*Sn(bt, bf) ,-tr(66* +bzb;‘(det b)2k d,b 
=pj,e e itrb,b;w itrb;uQK&, b) n(b’, b:) e-tr(h6* +b2b;‘(det b)2k d,b, 
which establishes (7.10). 
Theorem 7.4 provides a realization of K, as an inverse Laplace transform 
over the Siegel domain D of type II. This point of view, and Theorem 7.4 
in particular, has important applications to the representation theory of the 
group U(p, q) of holomorphic automorphisms of D. In particular, a variant 
of the formula (7.10) leads to nonstandard realizations of certain represen- 
tations in the holomorphic discrete series and the connection with the 
harmonic representation of U(p, q). 
We will treat these applications to the representation theory of U(p, q) 
in the next paper [2]. 
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